Trends shaping the
Shopper Marketing
industry in 2020
and beyond

It’s not easy out there
Retail is really being squeezed between weakening demand
and rising costs – it’s definitely an industry under pressure.
More choice from new and often cheaper retailers, more
channels to shop, rising costs and changing shopping behaviour
have all created financial pressure and marketing struggles for
many retailers in the industry.

Some of the key trends we’ve
seen in the last few years alone:
A channel shift:

A power shift:

A discounttrained nation:

Increase in
store closures:

At the end of 2018,
e-commerce was
20% of all retail
sales. Although the
majority of sales still
take place in-store,
the bulk of growth is
coming from online.
For some, online is
fast becoming the
primary channel
and, with this shift,
there is a need to
balance investment
growth with store
profitability.

Shopping behaviour
continues to evolve,
but with digital
devices becoming
more ingrained in
our day to day, the
power is now truly in
shoppers’ hands to
control how, when
and where they shop.

Discounts in the
run-up to and
immediately after
Christmas 2018 were
broader and deeper
in recent years
and sale periods
throughout the year
are more prominent.

In the last year,
there has been
an acceleration
in the number of
store closures as
under-pressure
retailers have tried
to restructure their
businesses (7,500
net store closures in
2018, a 36% increase
on 2017)1 to refocus
on core services
and products. For
those unable to
reduce their cost
base, we have seen
an increase in both
the number of CVAs
and the number of
administrations.
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Retailers have already
started to reinvent retail
During this highly pressured time in retail and the ever-changing
landscape, retailers have been forced to rethink how they do what they
do. Many are using it as an opportunity to re-establish the role for each
channel in the overall shopper journey and influence on purchase intent.
Retailers like Lush, John Lewis and Primark have focused on creating
destinations out of their flagship stores, integrating services among
products to increase dwell time, adapting to consumer trends for
sustainability with packaging-free stores and adoption of technology to
change the way people shop.

With the power shift to shoppers’ hands, retailers are reinventing
how they make the shopping experience easier, more enjoyable and
more relevant to each customer. This, in turn, is helping to increase
basket sizes and satisfaction.
And the industry is opening the doors to more channels to promote
and sell products. No longer are we limited to just shopping in brickand-mortar stores, via catalogues and on e-commerce sites, but we
can now shop through social media and dedicated apps.

Looking to the future
10 trends we believe will
shape shopper marketing
in 2020 and beyond
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Omnichannel
We’ve all heard the word, but how does ‘omnichannel’ differ from
‘multi-channel?
Whilst multichannel is all about using different channels to reach
customers and having different strategies for each, omnichannel
is about the integration of all those channels to create a seamless
experience for shoppers who tend to use more than one channel
when shopping anyway. It is about getting the sale, regardless of
which channel the shopper finally converts on.
As traditional shopping formats converge, it’s clear that brands
need to ensure a seamless experience across all channels.
Research has found that customers who shop multiple channels
have a 30% higher lifetime value to retailers/brands. Therefore all
channels: physical stores, ecommerce and digital services need to
be working off a shared marketing strategy and the same data.
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It’s not a new thing, so why is this
still a trend?
Many retailers and brands are still treating their different
communications and commerce channels as having separate roles,
often with teams working in silos and not working to the overall
common sale.
E-commerce is seen as incremental to in store in many cases,
rather than being leveraged as complementary channels. In fact,
the way we’re shopping now means we could, for example, be
browsing in store, comparing prices online, checking for reviews or
popularity on social, building baskets online and then finally buying
in store.
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Use of mobile
tech in store
Mobile tech usage is on the rise as mobile devices help deliver the
complete experience for shoppers. So far, brands and retailers have
used mobile devices to help customers navigate their stores and
find items, to unlock click & collect lockers or even to simplify the
checkout process.

Did you know?
71% UK shoppers use their mobile phones in stores3
6
 0% of shoppers use their smartphones in stores
to research product information and prices4
Shopping with a mobile increases supermarket bills by 41%5
The reality is, the integration of digital tech with mobile capabilities
has not reached its peak; in fact the implementation and uptake of
this for improving or enhancing shopping experiences is only just
beginning to take off.
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Some retailers, for example Kroger in the US, have integrated
mobile with other digital media in store such as shelf signage to
alert shoppers when they are near a product on their shopping list.
Other retailers such as HEMA have made use of QR codes on their
products in China to reduce packaging whilst simultaneously
allowing shoppers to quickly gain more product information at
the scan of a code. They’ve even integrated their in-store dining
service with their app allowing shoppers to organise a reservation
at a table and order food from the store to be cooked.
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Retail Dive ‘How shoppers use their smartphones in stores’ 2017
Research from University of Bath as quoted in The Telegraph May 2019
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HEMA’s mobile enabled shopping experience
In 2016, Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba opened its first Hema
store in China. The premise of the supermarket is to combine
elements of online and offline shopping to create the ultimate
seamless experience.
In store, customers can scan QR codes on products to get more
information (including the exact date food items were harvested,
sourced, and delivered). Payment can also be made through the
Hema app, making shopping quick and convenient.
Another impressive element is Hema’s in store dining experience,
which is powered by robots. Customers can use the Hema app to
organise a seat at a table, as well as order items from the store to be
cooked. Robots are used to move items from shelves to the kitchen
and deliver the meals when they are ready.
Pretty impressive stuff.
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Social shopping
And we don’t mean being social whilst shopping. We, of course,
mean shopping through social media platforms such as Instagram,
Facebook and Snapchat to name a few.
7
 in 10 millennials consider their mobile device to be their most
important shopping tool
For retailers, social media has become an important tool to build
awareness, connect with customers, and nurture relationships.
But only 41% of brands currently use Instagram’s shopping features
and even less (just 17%) on Facebook .
While the data available to online retailers is miles ahead of
their brick-and-mortar counterparts, it can be difficult to
accurately track the customer journey from browsing on social, to
conversion. Particularly for items with a long consideration period
and a non-linear path-to-purchase.
But, social media platforms are savvy to the demand for
easier shopping whilst browsing for inspiration and influencer
content, not to mention a way to get brands to spend more on
advertising with them. In the last year alone, platforms like these
have introduced shoppable Stories Stickers, in-app checkouts
and rumours are circulating that a standalone shopping app is
currently in development.
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We expect this trend to disrupt traditional shopper marketing
methods at the same pace in which these platforms are evolving
themselves. Will brands and retailers keep up?

Barbour’s Instagram shopping advert
Barbour have cleverly used Instagram features including its
shopping functionality to promote hero products allowing
shoppers to browse the styles they like, see product prices and
discover more about the brand’s heritage.

“

Since we started to use
the feature, our sales
from Instagram have
increased by 42% and
traffic to our website
from Instagram is up 98%
Laura Dover,
Global Digital Communication Manager
at Barbour 8
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Augmented Reality
There are some big numbers out there about how many of us
expect to see and use AR as part of our shopping experience
nowadays.
7
 5% of consumers now expect retailers to offer an
augmented reality experience9
A
 lmost 70% of consumers expect retailers to launch
an AR app within the next six months10
Whilst we don’t imagine the uptake from shoppers will be as
dramatic as the desire claims, the point is AR is a novel approach
to marketing and it can help move retail into the future, make a
better shopping experience and provide new ways to reach and
influence shoppers.
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Business Insider June 2018
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The Drum ‘5 ways Augmented Reality shopping is set to transform the retail sector, reducing returns and maximising
sales’ Aug 2018
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Some retailers and brands have been toying with this already
but it remains relatively uncharted territory for many as they
wait to see what will happen and how shoppers react. In our
opinion, it’s one for retailers and brands to give a go if a relevant
need is identified.
For example, Ikea famously overcame the obstacle frustrating
many shoppers in the furniture & home category: not being able
to visualise and check sizing of furniture in your own home.
Their app development using AR technology helps customers
place true-to-scale 3D furniture in their homes using just their
smartphone. No specialist equipment needed.
We believe there are some situations where AR can overcome
barriers to purchase, but given the expense of the technology and
running a campaign using AR we would recommend that brands
and retailers carefully consider the benefits. That said, we believe
more retailers and brands will be testing the waters over the next
few years to see what is possible and if it works for them.
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IKEA - Imagining products
in your own home
We all know that certain items are hard to visualise in your own
home when you are in a store or browsing online.
Will the size and shape fit?
W
 hat will it look like with the rest of my furniture
or my colour scheme?
Does it complement what is next to it?
IKEA launched an app specifically designed to overcome
this problem.
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“

IKEA Place lets you place true-to-scale 3D furniture
in your home using the lens of your iPhone camera,
explains Michael Valdsgaard, the Leader of Digital
Transformation at Inter IKEA Systems B.V.
You see the scene as if these objects were real and
you can walk around them and interact with them,
even leave the room and come back. It’s really
magic to experience.
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Voice technology
For most people, their first introduction to voice is via their phone.
Smartphones have given voice tech an important platform which
caters to the unique value proposition of voice, at the times when
this value proposition is most impactful.
But it is voice-controlled smart speakers that are in massive
growth and giving rise to a new form of shopping and therefore
shopper marketing.
Although just 17% of internet users currently own a voice-controlled
smart assistant today, there’s also 34% who say they are interested
in purchasing one . That means almost half of digital consumers
worldwide could be engaging with smart assistants in the future.
The majority of smart speakers have allowed developers to create
their own “commands” or “skills” for consumers to make use of.
Crucially, this has given brands in every industry the chance to give
consumers more opportunities to engage or purchase from their
brand in a convenient and ultra-streamlined way.
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For both retailers and brands, Amazon in particular, is both a threat
and an opportunity when it comes to ensuring commerce is at the
heart of the strategy. When an Alexa user wants to buy batteries,
for example, Alexa will automatically route that transaction via
Amazon’s retail website. This new form of retail strategy has forced
the hand of other major retailers who have been quick to realise
its implications, leading to cases such as Google Assistant and
Walmart partnering together on voice-based shopping.
But where there is a newer trend not yet fully recognised and
therefore still relatively untapped is with FMCG and grocery retail.
With less need for online research for these products and many
categories bought on a top up mission, this lends itself well to voice
commerce, as it best fits as-and-when buying, responding
promptly to consumer needs. With 22% of internet users who buy
grocery products using smart assistants , there’s already a device
base for these consumers. It’s now just up to retailers and brands
to take advantage.
We don’t expect that for grocery the integration of voice tech will
be as fast as for other retail, but this is a trend we’ll be watching
carefully and learning from whilst its still in its infancy.
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Weather-reactive
marketing
Weather is a key determinant of purchase behaviour with everyday
fluctuations affecting a wide range of categories including food and
drink, pharmaceuticals, apparel, travel and leisure, retail, home and
garden, energy and automotive.
In fact, the weather has been named the biggest influence on
consumer behaviour after the economy, according to the British
Retail Consortium. It affects consumers’ emotional states, drives
their purchase decisions, and dictates how much they are willing
to spend.
Many retailers are savvy to this phenomenon and use bright
halogen lighting which mimics the effect of sunlight in their stores
for example. Some use scents and some music. But brands have not
always used this to their full advantage, often only linking weather
to obvious choices like soup, colds and ice cream.
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With climate change making traditional weather patterns so volatile
and unexpected, it’s a trend many shopper marketers are starting
to include as standard for many campaigns for brands as a way to
create budget efficiency whilst maximising impact.
For a brand, marketing in real-time for specific weather is an
interesting way to ‘legitimise’ communications, ensuring messages
are relevant, timely, and contextual. For example, adverts for 4x4’s
could be served to consumers experiencing icy or snowy weather,
or antihistamines could be promoted to audiences located in areas
where there is a high pollen count.
This is a trend we expect to see more of, but retailers and brands
should be mindful to use this only when there is a real link between
the purchase driver and weather.

Stella Artois Cidre clever weather sales
By mapping historical weather data against sales metrics for Cidre,
Stella Artois discovered that a 2 degree temperature rise above
the monthly norm triggered a sales rise. The brand wanted to
use this to their advantage and create a more efficient shopper
marketing campaign.
DOOH was identified as the optimum channel due to their
proximity to stores. Stella Artois ran a campaign on a cost-perminute basis, activating only when conditions were right to
induce purchase intent.
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The results?
S
 tella Cidre reported a 65.6% increase in YOY sales during the
period they ran their weather-responsive campaign13
B
 ecause ads were only shown during optimum conditions, there
were no wasted impressions, meaning cost efficiencies of up to
50% were achieved vs a standard digital OOH buy

13

Nielsen
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Real-time
personalisation
Whilst personalisation in marketing has been around for a while
and both brands and shoppers understand the value of it, it’s now
time to turn attention to real-time personalisation to increase
consideration of products within the right context.
It’s no surprise that context is key to triggering a purchase intent
from shoppers. But, for so long, brands have had to rely on assumed
contextual trends that they plan for in advance and hope will be the
case when activating. A risky game, especially as our behaviours,
climate and social trends continually change and surprise us at
unexpected moments.
Now though, expanding capabilities of media and the number of
media opportunities available to shopper marketers are opening
doors for more creative and/or clever marketing. Clever marketing
that uses budget efficiently to reach the right shoppers at and in
the right moment for the optimum influence to purchase.
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C
 urrently only 16% of UK organisations are able to adjust their
marketing communication in real-time based on customer
behaviour. 17% can do so within a few hours, but 25% say it can
take almost a day14

And with the shift in power in retail from retailers and brands to the
hands of shoppers themselves, it’s more important for brands to be
able to be reactive to capitalise on opportunities for sales. Realtime personalisation allows marketers to plan and create campaigns
that are triggered and tailored to moments when the shopper can
be influenced to consider the retailer/brand naturally; shifting the
power back to the brand/retailer.
We expect the shopper marketing industry to progressively
consider ways to integrate real-time marketing into their campaigns
when relevant as access to the right data and capabilities improve.
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Marie Curie: The Great Daffodil Appeal
Whilst not a shopper marketing campaign, as very few examples
exist, this is a great example of what a brand or retailer could look
to achieve in a simple yet effective way.
Encouraging people to collect money for the charity on the high
street, The Great Daffodil Appeal was launched, gathering each
supporter’s geolocation data and matching this with its database of
collection sites.
This information was used to integrate a real-time personalized map
in the email campaign detailing the supporter’s nearest collection
sites. The charity then used modelling to derive a target population
and drive persona-driven messaging based on collection history
and previous interactions with Marie Curie.
The campaign boosted registrations year on year, with a high skew
towards online sign ups.
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Subscriptions
The popularity of subscription-based shopping models is on the rise
- in fact, its grown by more than 100% a year. What was once an
old-school way of shopping through catalogues is now the savvy
and curious shopper’s top choice when it comes to certain
categories like beauty, meal kits and essentials.

Why?
For some it’s curiosity. Some subscriptions are set up so that
shoppers are surprised by products they’ve not selected
themselves, giving them the opportunity to try new things,
experiment and keep that spark with a personal interest e.g. beauty.
The excitement and delight that is aroused by this form of shopping
is often shared with others and word quickly spreads about the
brand, retailer and/or products being received.
For others it’s about value and convenience. A large part of the
consumer appeal of some subscription-based products and boxes
comes from cheaper overall costs by committing upfront and the
convenience of products being delivered to you without a worry
that you might run out or forget it on your next shopping trip.
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For brands and retailers, the advantages are clear. The obvious
ones are having a more loyal shopper in an era when shoppers
are more promiscuous than ever and the chance for a continuous
form of communication with those shoppers. In addition, many
subscriptions can be catered specifically to very distinct
interests. These distinctions allow brands to curate products
as well as create content and overall experiences that will truly
resonate and delight their buyer personas.
No doubt we’ll see more of this type of marketing and promotion
within the shopper marketing landscape next year and years
to come.
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Sustainability
Sustainability has often been defined as how biological systems
endure and remain diverse and productive. But, the 21st-century
definition of sustainability goes far beyond these narrow parameters.
Today, it refers to the need to develop sustainable models necessary
for both the human race and planet Earth to survive. The increasing
focus on ‘conscious consumerism’ is driven primarily by advocacy
and activism from Millennials and Gen Z.
In light of these concerns, consumers around the world are
making adjustments in their shopping habits. While still juggling
convenience, price and awareness along with their need to better
the world, they’re looking for companies to step up as partners in
their quest to do good.
And both brands and retailers are facing into the contributions
they make and are drastically changing the way they manufacture,
promote, sell and dispose of the products they make. From
packaging changes, to tackling throwaway culture, to embracing
plant-based alternatives; government and media pressures have
accelerated and put sustainability efforts in the spotlight and are
now making shopper marketers rethink how they engage with,
resonate with and appeal to shoppers.
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5
 4% don’t mind paying more for products that are good
for the environment15
2
 6% take into account sustainable product and
environmentally friendly labels when buying products16
This is a trend unlikely to go away any time soon and there
is a huge way still to go. But the retail and shopper marketing
landscape is undoubtedly being influenced by this
significant trend.
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The Grocer, New poll reveals ‘extreme’ shopper concern over plastic, 2019
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Have a Gander
Spar, Londis and a few other c-stores have come together to
help tackle food waste through a clever app called Gander.
The app allows users to see in real-time what still edible
reduced food is available from stores in their local area,
ensuring shoppers get great deals on delicious food whilst
allowing the retailer to reduce their food waste to landfill.
The app claims to help retailers reduce their food waste by up
to 50% with very little effort needed on the retailer’s part.
The added benefit is that the app can help drive footfall to
store that otherwise might not have been and opens up the
opportunity for retailers like Spar to encourage impulse
purchase of other items during their shopping trip.
What’s more, the surplus
food is also distributed to
charities - helping society
as well as the environment!
Win-win.
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Digital loyalty
schemes
Traditional loyalty programmes are being replaced by omnichannel
loyalty. The latter connects customers to a brand and vice versa
across all touchpoints seamlessly and provides members with the
opportunity to be rewarded wherever they spend whilst also being
able to check their loyalty status and offers in real-time.
Some retailers are have explored linking rewards to spreading
the word; e.g. beauty specialist Tarte who reward customers
not only for purchases but also for sharing content on social media,
referring friends and even reading emails!
And digitalisation of loyalty programmes has allowed retailers and
brands to be more personalised in their reward and offer approach,
something highly valued by shoppers. Not only that, but it can help
to improve the customer experience too, by pre-ordering items to
pick up when you get to the store.
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Retailers like Amazon have intertwined their loyalty
programmes with exclusive access to other services
they provide, which increases selling opportunities and
communications eco-systems that build up rich data sources of
shoppers too.
We expect digital-based loyalty schemes to continue evolving
over the next few years as data sources become richer and
more integrated and the marketing industry focuses on the
omnichannel strategy. One that should consider the whole
purchase loop from need / want identified to purchase to postpurchase advocacy and repeat purchase.

If you’d like to chat to us more
about these trends, want some
examples or want to share your
examples, please get in touch:
hello@shoppermediagroup.com
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